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Create direct mapping from SVN Repo to GIT Repo I have been following this tutorial I followed the instructions and I am able
to clone from the remote repo ( commit, and push from the local repo. This was all on my local machine. I successfully cloned
the code to a linux server (ubuntu) and updated the PATH so that the git is found. Now I am ready to do the push. My
understanding is that I should be able to do an svn cp /path/to/crowdcube/p-socials-api/ /var/www/p-socials-api. The only
problem is that I am not able to get the new directory to create the mapping. So I should now have two repo's that seem to be the
same and they have the same contents. I have SSH'd into the server and tried to do the commands from the tutorial but git status
is still gives me the message 'Already up-to-date'. I can run the commands without the force flag and then do the force after
checking out the new branch. But I don't get the mapping to the new branch and this is what I really want to do. I also tried to to
clone the code to my local machine (ubuntu desktop) and push to the server (ubuntu server) with the same result. A: Have you
tried to init a bare repo (init --bare) and push to that repo. This will create a local repo with the same repo-structure. Potency of
various protamine sulfate-DNA complexes on single RBC. Previous in vitro data have suggested that linear DNA-protamine
sulfate complexes, with a 1:1 stoichiometry, of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) of 75 base pairs (bp), 50% longer than that of
the diameter of the nuclei of RBC and 100 base pairs of plasmid DNA, are ba244e880a
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